
focus on provision of 
educational events to allow for 
ongoing local networking and 
collective sharing. We continue 
to work on retention and 
recruitment of the Manitoba 
Chapter membership. Our 
membership has continued to 
grow over the last few months.  

The CACCN National 
Dynamics of Critical Care 
conference was held in PEI 
this year. We had opportunity 
to network and meet with 
delegates from across the 
world!  This was a great 
opportunity for all of us to be 
reenergized and ready to 
continue our critical care work. 

Watch your email for 
upcoming education sessions 
this fall and in the New Year.  
You can also find all workshop 
and conference information on 
the Manitoba Chapter web 
pages at www.caccn.ca. 

We continue to seek feedback 
from our membership on what 
you would like to see happen 
with our local Chapter and 
how we can best serve our 
membership.  We will aim to 
continue to cultivate our 
growth in learning and sharing.  

“For man, autumn is a time of 
harvest, of gathering together. 
For nature, it is a time of 
sowing, of scattering abroad.” 
– Edwin Way Teale. This fall 
would be an excellent time to 
sow our seeds and encourage 
membership amongst our 
critical care colleagues. The 
Manitoba Chapter would like 
you, the membership, to 
consider tapping a colleague on 
the shoulder and discuss the 
value of becoming a member 
to your specialty association.  
Sara Unrau 

manitoba@caccn.ca 

We are pleased to recognize 
Canadian Intensive Care 
Week and want to take this 
opportunity to formally 
acknowledge and appreciate 
the achievements and 
commitment of health care 
providers who care for the 
critically ill. Every day, your 
expertise is called upon and 
through your unrelenting 

dedication you are helping 
ensure Canadians with life-
threatening conditions receive 
the care they need.  
The Manitoba Chapter 
Executive in collaboration 
with the Outcomes 
Improvement Team have 
planned a “Bud Spud & 
Steak”  night  on Nov. 2  
from 6-9pm at the Canad inn 

Polo Park. 
All 
proceeds 
will be 
donated to United Way: 
Hospice and Palliative Care.   
For tickets or more 
information please contact 
cshepherd1@hsc.mb.ca or 
tcarson@ggh.mb.ca 
 

      Canadian Intensive Care Week   
October 30th - November 5th, 2016   
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Executive Greetings Fall is upon us with the colour 
changes and crisp air! Where 
else in the world can we 
distinctly experience each 
season and be a part of the 
amazing colour changes that 
occur in the fall. Yes some 
days are dreary, but then others 
feel as though the air is cleaner 
and crisper, providing a sense 
of rejuvenation and a “vive la 
joie”! 

We have worked hard over the 
last few months to meet the 
goals and objectives that were 
laid out for the 2016/2017 
year. You will find more details 
throughout this newsletter 
highlighting the events that 
have been held.  With your 
feedback we have continued to 
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“ all proceeds being 

donated to United Way: 

Hospice and Palliative 

Care” 



 
 
 

Why Choose CACCN 
Membership? 
Critical care nursing, as we 
know, is a specialty area 
where we care for 
patients experiencing life-
threatening heath issues. 
Critical care nurses  
require advanced training 
and critical thinking skills to 
navigate through  
our patients’ complex cases 
and respond to their critical 
illness.  
 

As described in the CACCN 
mission statement “We 
engage and inform 
Canadian critical care nurses 
through education and 
networking and 
provide a strong unified 
national identity”. By 
continuing to be a part of  
CACCN you have access to 
peer reviewed journals, 
access to awards and  
educational funds of all 
sorts, new practices and 
research.  
 

As of August 01, 2016 we 
have 156 members and are 
accruing new members 
each year! Once again we 
held a draw to cover tuition 
fee for one of our members 
to attend the local Edge of 
Excellence Conference  and 
the CACCN National 
Conference 
in PEI. Joanne Browning, 
won the tuition fee for PEI, 
National Conference and 
Basil Evan won the tuition 
fee for the  next Edge of 
Excellence – Congrats!  

Recruitment and Retention 

any educational ideas or 
suggestions that will benefit 
Critical Care Nurses.  Thank 
you to everyone who has 
attended our workshops in 
the past and hope to see 
you all again! 
 
Tara Carson and Colleen 
Shepherd  
Program 
Co-Chairs 

Chapter Educational Events Report 

 On June 13, 2016 Dr. Eric 
Bow an Infectious Disease 
and Oncology Specialist 
joined us to speak about 
“Zika and Other Related 
Viruses”.  Dr. Bow dazzled 
us with his brilliance and 
shared his passion on many 
different and unique 
viruses.  Dengue, Eastern 
Equine, St. Louis and 
Chikungunya ( a name we 
will all remember) are a 
few of the other viruses we 
were introduced to.  Most 
importantly we learned 
that the mosquitos in 
Canada are unable to 
carry and spread the Zika 
virus.  The workshop was 
well received with 
excellent reviews.   
 
Our next event will be our 
Annual Dinner.  Please 
watch for the date and 
presentation topic.  We 
also invite anyone to share 
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“ watch for details on 

upcoming educational 

opportunities” 

 
It is important to work on 
strategies to retain and 
recruit new members.  
Please let us know if you 
have any new ideas or 
suggestions on how we can 
recognize 
and recruit members and   
email your ideas to 
mlajoie@hsc.mb.ca . 
 
Miranda Lajoie 

http://www.google.ca/url?url=http://imaginationsoup.net/2010/10/autumn-fall-scavenger-hunt-for-kids/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=eaIwVPPyE4OkyQSGgIGAAg&ved=0CBsQ9QEwAzgo&usg=AFQjCNEw3zy8JohwnrWUcArIh9CEkVg22w
http://www.google.ca/url?url=http://www.freeartwallpapers.com/hd-wallpaper-nature-fall/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=_6EwVPexOIWzyAT7oYK4Bg&ved=0CCMQ9QEwBw&usg=AFQjCNGjtTaP7_2Nnzj3VHFn9EcbEfuZZw


Due to declining attendance 

and in an effort to be fiscal-

ly responsible, the Manito-

ba Chapter Executive has 

decided to offer the Edge 

of Excellence Critical Care 

Conference on a alternat-

ing year schedule. Our 

next conference will be 

planned for February 

2018.  

In place we will be holding 

a dinner and AGM followed 

by an evening educational 

session in February 2017. 

Stay tuned for more infor-

mation.   

We will continue to offer a 

variety of educational ses-

sions through out the year. 

For more information 

please feel free to email 

Manitoba.caccn.ca     

Edge of  Excellence 2016 

CACCN banner, with a 
focus on sharing group 
ideas of a vision for 
CACCN, sharing of what is 
currently done well and 
areas we could improve on. 
It was pretty impressive to 
see the similarities between 
all groups as to the vision 
of CACCN. One thread 
was that CACCN is “a 
voice for Canadian critical 
care nurses”. As chapter 
delegates we all agreed that 
we still have a lot of work 
to do to create that strong 
voice for critical care 
nurses, considering that of 
approximately 177, 000 

critical care 
nurses, only 
about 1300 are 

members. If you as 
a member of the 
Manitoba Chapter have 
ideas on recruitment, please 
feel free to share your 
ideas.by sending them to 
manitoba@caccn.ca.  
The day ended with a 
World Café – Knowledge 
Sharing. Delegates were 
assigned groups and each 
delegate received a passport 
to travel the World Café. 
The World Café was 
focused on delegate 
suggestions and ideas of 
what would be important in 
a “Tool Kit” for chapter 
management. The areas of 
travel included Annual 
General Meeting, 
Education, Chapter 

Chapter Connections Day 
2016 was held on 
September 24, 2016 at the 
Delta Prince Edward in 
Charlottetown, PEI. The 
day began with Jim 
Mackelvie, speaking on 
Synchronizing Energy and 
creating a synergistic 
group, whether it is a 
committee or work 
environment. He discussed 
using vision, sharing and 
trust to create synergy and 
how a breach in any of 
those can create 
disharmony in a group.  
The chapter delegates then 
used this information to 
work 
on a 
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Chapter Connection Report 2016 

“Next Edge of Excel-
lence will be in Feb-

ruary 2018.  

Information regard-
ing 2017 AGM will 

come in the spring.” 

Leadership, Connecting and 
Awards. National delegates 
shared their experiences, what 
worked and didn’t work in 
each of the categories. The 
national board will be utilizing 
the information from the 
World Café to create that 
“Tool Kit”.  
Chapter Connections Day 
2016 was a productive and fun 
filled day. This day provides 
an excellent opportunity for 
networking amongst the 
Canadian Chapters, sharing of 
ideas and to support each 
other.  

 
Sara Unrau  
Manitoba Chapter President 

“Congratulations to the 

Montreal chapter for 

Receiving the  “Chapter 

of the Year Award” 

http://www.google.ca/url?url=http://www.harida.net/fall-wallpaper-3/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=HaIwVNj3O5ShyAT7xoHgCQ&ved=0CDMQ9QEwDzgU&usg=AFQjCNFiU6JxPLRCaFikQnlTw1upeuaK_g


Dynamics 2016 “Charlottetown” 

fact that in providing such care, 

we are vulnerable to compassion 

fatigue, moral distress, burnout 

and change fatigue and 

discussed interventions that may 

help nurses develop resilience to 

overcome these phenomena. 

Colleen Breen a pediatric nurse 

at the London Health Sciences 

Centre, gave a very passionate 

talk on “Suffering: A Gift or a 

Burden” . Many factors may 

impact the experience of 

suffering, creating or 

diminishing opportunities to 

find new meaning. In this 

presentation, based on lived 

experiences, we explored the 

meaning of suffering and she 

had the audience explore their 

personal and professional 

experiences of journeying with 

the suffering, through reflective 

and creative activities. 

There were many diverse 

presentations to select from 

where presenters were 

“speaking from experience” and 

shared how they rode the tides 

of change and tested their 

capacity to lead and adapt.  

These topics included end of life 

care, moral distress, quality 

patient and family experiences, 

numerous case studies, 

pediatric topics, 

delirium, education and 

mentorship programs 

and what constitutes a 

healthy work 

environment to name a 

few.  

New for this year  was 

the offering of many 

Mastery Sessions on a variety of 

topics such as Traumatic Brain 

Injury; Right Patient, Right Line 

Right Time an-depth 

Discussion on Appropriate 

Vascular Access Device 

Selection and Tip Verification; 

Pronation Therapy… How one 

MICU Triumphed in Manual 

Therapy; and Understanding 

Shock States . The poster 

reception had some  new and 

exciting changes where the 

sponsors and exhibitors, 

partnered to showcase their 

products and services, along 

with greater than 20 poster 

presentations where nurses 

shared their quality 

improvement ideas and results.  

Followed by the Spacelab's 

“Sunday Social”  in a quaint 

PEI style pub where lots of 

laughing, dancing  and 

socializing took place with our 

CACCN Dynamics 2016 was 

held in  Charlottetown, Prince 

Edward Island, from 

September 25 to 27, 2016.  The 

theme for this conference was 

“Changing Tides in Critical Care 

Nursing: Riding the Waves 

Together to Provide Quality Care.”    

The CACCN board of 

directors along with the 

conference planning 

committee did an excellent job, 

providing its members with a 

fun filled educational 

conference with some creative 

changes to its format. 

 The conference began with 

Dr. Elizabeth Henneman, an 

Associate Professor in the 

College of Nursing at the 

University of Massachusetts in 

Amherst, spoke to us on 

enhancing patient safety and 

facilitating patient and family 

centered care for the acute and 

critically ill. Karen McQuillan, 

a clinical nurse specialist 

working in a Trauma Shock 

Center in Baltimore, Maryland 

with 29 years of experience, 

spoke to us on “Courageous 

Care”.  She emphasized the 

importance of courageous care 

and described key nurse 

behaviors. She highlighted the 
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colleagues from across Canada.  

 And lastly, we can not forget 

about the Annual Dinner, with 

its excellent food, dancing and 

many unique costumes for  the  

“PEI Beach Party" theme.  

Included in the fun filled evening 

was the “Spud in Ceremony” 

where many of the delegates 

became honorary islanders.   

Dynamics provides an  excellent  

opportunity for networking with 

nurses from across Canada and 

learn about practices across the 

country.  

Next Dynamics will be  on 

September 25-27th in Toronto, 

Ontario.  

Don't miss out on all the fun! 

“Manitoba Represents 

with 43 members in 

attendance at Dynamics 

2016 in Charlottetown” 
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The Intermediate Intensive 

Care Unit (IICU) at Health 

Sciences Centre is a specially 

staffed and equipped six bed 

intensive care unit that aims 

to provide the best possible 

outcomes through the 

provision of round the 

clock, specialized, 

coordinated, rehabilitative 

critical care to adult 

intensive care patients. The 

IICU strives to provide 

strong collaborative 

multidisciplinary team in 

keeping with Health 

Sciences Centre’s mission 

and core values.  

The IICU team works 

closely with patients and 

their family members to 

provide holistic care that 

goes beyond the patients’ 

diagnoses. In late 2015, the 

team envisioned a project 

that would allow the 

members of the 

multidisciplinary team and 

the patients to have an 

interaction that transcends 

the patients’ medical 

condition. In early 2016, the 

“My Story” project came to 

fruition.  

This project aimed to gather 

information that is not 

usually captured by 

traditional data collection 

through the hospital system. 

The patients were provided 

a My Story board as a venue 

for them to tell us their 

stories beyond their illness. 

Through this initiative, the 

team was able to get to 

know the patients’ hobbies, 

favourite food, name of 

their loved ones, and much 

more. Several of them even 

brought photos and 

mementos of their pre-

hospital life  

As simple as it sounds, this 

initiative made a huge 

impact not only on how the 

team interacted with the 

patients and their family 

members but also motivated 

the patients to go further as 

they recuperate from their 

critical condition.  One 

patient mentioned that her 

My Story board reminded 

her that she has a life—a 

happy life—before her 

hospitalization. She used it 

Spot Light On...Health Sciences Centre IICU 
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to motivate herself especially 

when things seem not to be 

going well. Even members of 

the team believe that it is 

beneficial for them as they 

provide treatments to the 

patients. Information 

contained in the My Story 

board was helpful and used 

as talking points as they 

encourage the patients to 

actively participate in 

treatments.  

At the end of the day, the 

“Getting to know the 

patients beyond their 

medical conditions” 



 

 

patients were provided the best possible 

experience in the hospital setting because 

they felt that the team genuinely cares for 

their well-being. During the course of this 

project, the team had the opportunity to 

film a simple video that highlighted the 

impact of the My Story project on the care 

that the patients received (http://bit.do/

MyStoryProject2016).  

The My Story project is a testament that in 

the critical care setting, where patients and 

their family members are undergoing a 

very stressful time, a compassionate, 

committed, and competent care is 

provided.  

Ken Borce 

Manager IICU, HSC 
“My Story” 

Presented at  the 

2016 Outcomes 

Improvement 

Symposium 
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The Winnipeg Regional Health 

Authority (WRHA) Critical Care 

Program is committed to continuously 

improving the quality of our health care 

services and our team members have 

been recognized for their contributions 

towards quality improvement in the 

Intensive Care Unit (ICU).   

In 2015, Critical Care received 3 awards 

from the Manitoba Institute for Patient 

Safety (MIPS).  Awards 

were presented for the 

WRHA’s Critical Care 

Program’s “Family 

Presence in ICU during 

Rounds Discussions”, 

Grace ICU’s “Now Being 

Served on the Rounds 

Table-Transparency and Engagement” 

and Victoria ICU’s “Cherry Blossom 

Visual Cue” which promotes end-of-life 

dignity, compassion and respect.  The 

Cherry Blossom Project (aka “White 

Dove” at Concordia Hospital) has since 

been adopted by other Programs and 

Sites within the WRHA.     

Critical Care’s “Family Presence” 

initiative continues to receive national 

recognition.  Our research abstract was 

recently published in The Canadian 

Journal of Critical Care Nursing 

(Summer 2016) and delegates from our 

Program were selected to 

share our best practices 

for improving patient and 

family centered care in 

the ICU at this year’s 

CACCN Dynamics 

Conference in 

Charlottetown, PEI.   

Our quality improvement (QI) 

initiatives are established by the 

Outcomes Improvement Team (OIT) 

in partnership with interdisciplinary 

Quality Circles from every adult ICU.  

Together, we develop improvement 

initiatives in response to the input we 

receive from our stakeholders.  Some of 

our current strategies for soliciting this 

feedback include the recruitment of a 

Family Advisor to join our OIT and the 

distribution of our Family Satisfaction 

(FS-24) Survey.   

Satisfaction surveys provide us with 

helpful information by asking our 

patients and families where we need to 

focus our attention.  For example, the 

results from previous surveys indicated 

that patients and their families wanted 

us to improve our communication with 

families and address the environmental 

issues (e.g. physical surroundings, 

comfort, noise, etc.) in our ICUs.   We 

responded to their requests by 

developing the regional “Family 

Presence” initiative and obtaining new 

WRHA Critical Care Program Accomplishments 2016 

“Manitoba’s Institute 

for Patient Safety 

awarded  WRHA’s 

Critical Care Program, 

Grace ICU and 

Victoria ICU” 



Site-specific resources (e.g. 

improved lighting, décor, 

communication whiteboards, 

folding chair beds, etc.) aimed 

at improving the atmosphere 

inside our ICU and waiting 

areas.  By doing so, our regional 

satisfaction scores rose from 

84% in 2011 to 86% in 2015.     

Critical Care promotes the 

development of evidence based 

best practices through Plan-Do-

Study-Act (PDSA) cycles and 

invites every ICU Quality Circle 

to present their Site-specific 

improvement projects each year 

during Critical Care’s annual QI 

Symposium.  During the 

Symposium, team members are 

encouraged to vote for their 

favorite projects and awards are 

presented for the “Best in 

Show!” 

 

Previous recipients include 

“Releasing Time to Care” 

(RTC) which provides one 

example of a Site-specific 

project that was aimed at 

improving the patient/family 

experience of care.  RTC was 

driven 

by front 

line 

staff at 

the 

Grace 

and 

Seven 

Oaks 

hospitals, and successfully 

increased the amount of quality 

time that nurses have to care for 

patients at the bedside.  

Moreover, this project helped 

produce financial savings while 

at the same time improving the 

quality of care.   

      

More examples 

of ICU Site-

specific 

improvement 

projects: 

Concordia; 

Developed a 

“Bereavement Package” to 

provide emotional support, 

problem-solving assistance, 

information and guidance to 

families who have recently lost 

a loved one. 

Grace; Created a poster 

presentation for the CACCN 

Dynamics Conference entitled, 

“Promoting Bedside Presence 

in a World filled with 

Documentation, Tasks and 

Distractions-The ICU”.  In 

addition, their ICU was 

recognized with the 

“Partnership Award” at the 

2015 Provincial Health and 

Innovation Conference. 

Health Sciences Centre; Critical 

Care Program partnered with 

the Emergency Department to 

create a joint process for 

improving patient flow with 

Critical Care transport. 

HSC-IICU; Initiated “My 

Patient Story” which provides 

patients with an opportunity to 

share their experiences.  The 

video from their project 

received Site-wide recognition 

and is currently shown to HSC 

employees during hospital 

orientation.   

HSC-MICU; Incorporated the 

“Bed Bike” into Early Mobility 

activities and 

achieved the highest 

number of activity 

events across the 

Region.   

HSC-SICU; 

Cultivated the 

“Bedside Carts” 

Lean Project that was 

developed to assist new staff 

with bedside activities and are 

currently evaluating a Turning 

and Positioning System (TAPS) 

which helps reduce patient and 

staff injuries in the ICU.    

Seven Oaks; Integrated 

Spiritual Health into Daily 

Rounds discussions and 

systematized monthly 

“Newsletters” for staff and 

visitors.  In addition, their ICU 

received the 

“Excellence in 

Service” award 

in 2013. 

St. Boniface; 

ICMS introduced 

“Televised 

Information” in 

their waiting area 

and have 

inspired additional Sites to 

develop similar materials for 

use in their visitors area. 

Victoria; Implemented 

“Comfort Baskets” which 

provide families with 

nutritional refreshments and 

the opportunity to remain at 

bedside with their loved ones, 

and have recently introduced 
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the use of iPads to enhance 

communication with patients.  

They are currently developing a 

“Family Menu” which promotes 

family participation in bedside 

care activities 

 

Critical Care is committed to 

patient and family centered care.  

Our Program values data 

collection efforts aimed at 

improving patient flow and 

safety, and reducing hospital 

acquired conditions including 

VAP, CLA-BSI, Pressure Ulcers, 

etc. in the ICU.  Measuring our 

performance with regional 

initiatives such as ABCDE (i.e. 

Daily Awakening Trials, 

Spontaneous Breathing Trials, 

Choice of Analgesia and Sedation, 

Delirium Screening and 

Monitoring, and Early Mobility), 

Falls Prevention and Medication 

Reconciliation 

upon transitions 

highlights our 

Program’s 

commitment to 

improving patient 

care outcomes.  In 

addition, our 

implementation of 

Regional 

communication 

tools (i.e. SBAR) focused upon 

the transfer of information 

provides further evidence of our 

Program’s promise to the 

communities we serve  

Basil Evan, RN, BA, BN, TQM 

WRHA Critical Care Quality 

Improvement Officer 

WRHA Critical Care Program Accomplishments 2016 cont: 

“Concordia  ICU 

demonstrates  

Innovation with its 

Bereavement 

Package” 

“St. Boniface ICMS  

has inspired other 

sites with their 

development of  

televised information 

for waiting areas” 

“Best in the Show 

Recipients Grace 

and Seven Oaks 

Hospitals 



Winnipeg Critical Care Nursing Education Program 

Graduation ceremonies were held on June 21, 2016. The day was celebrated with family 

and friends of the WCCNEP graduates.  The graduates were presented with a variety of 

awards and a certificate of achievement.  

The WCCNEP is proud to celebrate the success of these hardworking and deserving 

nurses.  

Graduating Class June , 2016 

 

Front Row:  Kaitlin Ortleib, Gillian Mulder Johnson, Dana Rowe, Ashley Bergen, Ellen Kowbel, Julie-Ann DeJager, Angie 
Van Solkema 
Middle Row: Maria Bolisay, Sarah Derech, Marie-Claude Simpson, Kiah Wiebe, Lindsay McCormac, Alyson Bohemier, 
Krysta Lewadniuk,  
Second Back Row: Melissa Porpiglia, Paula Fast, Carly Amman, Michelle Egan, Manpreet Kaler, Tamika Enns, Odelola 
Olyuwadamilola, Roanna Gonzales, Kimberley Johnston.  
Back Row:  Claudine Nunez, Margarita Shteinberg, Margot Picard, Mary-Ann Flynn, Esther Udoh, Adam Copp, Ashley Rid-
dell, Rachel Pritchard 

Missing: Harinder Singh, Jennifer Cruz, Linda Ann Bakker 
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CACCN Manitoba Chapter 

would like to recognize 

 

Ellen Kowbel 
and  

Mary-Ann Flynn 
 

on being the recipients of 

the Manitoba Chapter 

Recognition Award 



AGM and Call for Nominations 

Please watch for the Notive of AGM and Call for Nomi-

nations early in 2017. The annual General Meeting of 

the Chapter will be held with a planned evening session 

in early spring of 2017.  

This will be a general Chapter meeting where all mem-

bers are welcome to attend. The purpose of this meeting 

is to review annual activities of the chapter, accept com-

mittee reports, discuss Chapter business, elect Executive 

Officers for the 2017/2018, and present the Manitoba 

Chapter Critical Care Nurse of the Year Award. 

Please see the Manitoba Chapter webpages at          

www.caccn.ca for more information. 

Duties for the 2017/2018 Executive will begin in March 

for a term as outlined in the Constitution and Bylaws. 

Please refer to the Manitoba Chapter webpages at 

www.caccn.ca for role descriptions.  

NOMINATION PROCEDURE 

Members are invited to submit nominations of members to 

serve in these positions. Nominations can be emailed to 

Sara Unrau, Manitoba Chapter President at 

manitoba@caccn.ca In order to ensure timely receipt of 

any nominations, the due date is January 30, 2017. 

Nominations will also be accepted from the floor at the 

AGM. Once there has been a reasonable opportunity to 

nominate, it will be announced that the nominations are 

closed. Voting may be 

performed by secret ballot 

or by a show of hands. The 

chief scrutineer presents 

the results to the president, 

who will in turn announce 

the results to the general 

membership.  

VOTING 

If members are unable to attend the annual general meeting but wish to have a vote cast, a proxy form may be completed and 

given to a member who will be in attendance at the meeting.  

Each member present (or represented by proxy) shall be entitled to one vote on each matter of business brought before the gen-

eral membership. 

Any decision made, as a result of a vote at a meeting shall take effect at the conclusion of the meeting if it is consistent with the 

National Association’s bylaw.  Please refer to the website www.caccn.ca for the proxy form and further information on voting. 

MANITOBA CHAPTER-CANADIAN ASSOCIATIONOF CRITICAL CARE NURSES 

 ELECTION OF ASSOCIATION EXEUTIVE OFFICERS 

 NOMINATION FORM 

I, ____________________________A MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE CACCN, DO HEREBY NOMINATE  

 

__________________________________FOR THE POSITON OF __________________________________________ 

 

Signature of nominator      Signature of Nominee 

____________________________________   ______________________________________ 

Membership number      Membership number 

Nomination deadline 

January 30, 2017 
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CRITICAL CARE NURSE OF THE YEAR 

Background 

Since 1990, the Manitoba Chapter CACCN has presented the Critical Care Nurse of the Year Award to a local Chapter 

member who consistently exemplifies critical care nursing excellence. This award recognizes chapter member(s) who promote 

critical care nursing, exhibit professionalism, and demonstrate proficiency in critical care. Extra-ordinary nurses and their ac-

complishments should not be taken for granted! The selection will be made by the Manitoba Chapter Executive Awards Sub-

Committee. The award consists of a commemorative plaque and honorarium presented at the Annual General Meeting. The 

nomination deadline is January 30, 2017. 

Eligibility: 

1. Must be a member in good standing of the Manitoba Chapter CACCN. 

2. A critical Care Nurse working in Pediatric, Neonatal or Adult Critical Care. 

3. A critical Care Nurse working at the bedside or in management, research , administration 

or education.  

Ineligibility: 

1. A current member of the Executive of the Manitoba Chapter CACCN. 

2. Past recipient of less than 3 years. 

Information Required for Nomination: 

1. A completed nominee form found below 

2. A written nomination (minimum of 250 words) describing why the nominee would receive the award. This should include a 

specific example in at least one of the following areas: 

  Promotion of critical care nursing in Manitoba. 

  Exhibits a high degree of professionalism. 

  Demonstration of proficiency in critical care.   

Submission Deadline –January 30, 2017 

Nominee Information: 

Name:_____________________________________________  

Address:___________________________________ Postal Code: ___________________ 

Telephone (Home):_________________________(Work):_________________________ 

Employer:________________________________________________________________ 

Nominated by: (print/signature) 

1. _________________________________________________________________________  

2. _________________________________________________________________________ 

Certification by Nominee: 

I, _________________ have read the information contained herein and certify it to be accurate. I 

hereby allow my name to stand for nomination of the Manitoba Chapter Critical Care Nurse of the 

Year Award. 

Mail to: Awards Committee Manitoba Chapter CACCN, Box 2236 Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C 3R5 

 

“Nominating  

A fellow  

Colleague’s 

Is a great way to  

Say “Your Doing  

A Great Job “ 
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ANNUAL TRAUMA DAY CONFERENCE “Before Parkland and Beyond the 

Burn” 

 NOVEMBER 4, 2016  

Registraion fee $75.00 

Deadline October 28, 2016 

Canad Inns Club Regent Casino Hotel  

1415 Regent Avenue  

Winnipeg, Manitoba  

For more information contact  pfriesen@exchange.hsc.mb.ca  

CANADIAN INTENSIVE CARE WEEK 

Bud Spud & Steak eventNovember 3, 2016 

$20.00/ticket 

Silent Auction, 50/50 

All proceeds being donated to United Way, Hospice and Palliative 

Care 

For more information Colleen Shepherd  csheperd1@hsc.mb.ca   or 

Tara Carson at tcarson@ggh.mb.ca 
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Upcoming Educational Events 

UPCOMMING FREE EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES 

Moral Distress Workshop: November 2 

(8:30A-4:30P) Room #174, 640 Main Street 

 

Level 1: Health Ethics Workshop: October 5- 

November 30, 2016 (Online Education) 

For more information about these workshops and other upcoming opportunities for learning and education in our re-

gion, visit https://manitoba-ehealth.learnflex.net 


